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Enterprise Portfolio Management
What does “good” look like?

Current and
accurate data
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Consistent
approach to
planning, delivery
and control

Visibility of
projects and
performance
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Ability to
prioritise and
make decisions

Stakeholder Engagement
- Stakeholder Engagement Map
- Identifies:


Who are the stakeholders?



What is their level of influence?



Are they close to the problem or
solution?
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Stakeholder Engagement
- Interest – Influence Matrix
- Enables:




Targeted comms strategies
and plans
Position the change plan for
success

Example Portfolio View
Portfolio Strategy and Governance

Accountability

Strategy Alignment

Pipeline Management

Portfolio Performance

Decisions & Benefits

Validate strategy alignment
Prioritise
Identify demand

Benefits Appraisal & Review
Establish Governance
Align resource demand and allocation

Performance Monitoring &
Assurance
Strategic risk management

Strategic Alignment
Portfolio performance
management (Governance)
Strategic risk management
Demand Management

Integrated Portfolio Controls/Dashboard

Domains / Projects & Programs
Integrated Program Controls/Dashboard

Visibility & Control

Project Establishment

Project Control

Project Handover/closure

Establish teams
Obtain approvals
Establish agreements
Set baselines

Manage performance
Maintain visibility & assurance
Manage Risks and Issues
Reporting

Operational readiness
Sustainment planning
Manage asset handover & acceptance

Land Projects

SEA Projects

Deliver Capability
Manage contracts

Deliver Capability
Manage contracts

Integrated
Schedule

Integrated
Schedule

Pipeline Projects
Plan delivery (end-to-end)
Establish Governance and controls
Identify and plan for demand
Obtain approvals

Integrated
Schedule

AIR Projects

Joint projects

Deliver Capability
Manage contracts

Deliver Capability
Manage contracts

Integrated
Schedule

Integrated
Schedule

Common standards
Project steering
Lifecycle implementation
Demand
Identification/Validation

Execution
Implement Plans
Deliver Capability
Report progress
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Project and Program Prioritization
Is your portfolio a Funnel or Tunnel?

VS

Prioritising and Ranking Initiatives
- “Strategic Pillars” define enterprise
priorities
- These are established by:
1. Identifying the priorities
(criteria)
2. Applying weightings to the
criteria
3. Scoring the criteria
4. Ranking the criteria identified
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Evaluating Proposed Initiatives
1. Initiatives are “tested” (evaluated)
against the “strategic pillars” and
benefits identified
2. Initiatives are ranked according to
the criteria
3. The rankings inform investment
decisions

Portfolio Optimisation
- Prioritising projects and programs in
the portfolio achieves portfolio
optimisation
- Factors to consider include:
 Accelerating benefits realisation
 Sequencing and deconflicting
projects and programmes
 Resource demand and availability
across the enterprise
 Annual budget availability and
optimisation
- This view also shows in flight and
pipeline projects
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Integrated Reporting Systems
- Enterprise reporting systems dependencies:


Integrated project and programme reporting mechanisms



Automated reporting systems



Quality data at project and programme levels



Data alignment between systems holding project and
programme data


CWBS should be used to achieve data integration

- Dashboard solutions often used to achieve:


Horizontal and vertical data integration



Single “source of truth” status reporting at all levels



Reporting in the formats required/desired by executive
management and other stakeholders
 Summary and detailed reporting


Performance alerts and “drill down” capabilities

Tools Roadmap and Transition
- Approach for tools transition:
 Develop a Roadmap
 Map current, transition
and future state for tools
- Identify:
 Stakeholders and relevant
processes
 Actions required
 Current problems and the
benefits of change
 Include transition
phase
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Resource and Demand Management
- Resource and demand
management processes through
a project lifecycle
 Estimate resources
 Allocate resources
 Update resources
 Reallocate resources
- Resource demand and
allocation should also be
 Consolidated
 Resource contentions
 Allocations prioritised
against the portfolio
priorities

Assurance Mechanisms
- A common scenario for senior project delivery executives
 “The biggest issue in my job is that by the time I find out a project is in trouble, its too late
for me to be able to influence the outcome”
- Project and program assurance has many names
 Project health check
 Independent Assurance Review (IAR)
 Performance Audit (ANAO)
- The objectives are similar
 Does claimed performance align to actual performance?
 Are there performance issues the enterprise needs to know about?
 What are the options for proactively addressing performance issues?
- There are many truisms on this topic
 “Bad news never gets better with age” 
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Achieving Enterprise Portfolio
Maturity: Benefits Logic Map
- Benefits Logic Maps provide full traceability from


Problem Statement



Benefit to be achieved



Strategic Response



Solution

- Traceability is:


From problem to benefit to solution



Solution back to the to problem


Addresses the later “why are we doing this?” question

- This example is from a resource demand management
project

Achieving Enterprise Portfolio Maturity: Roadmaps
- Very useful for laying out the plan for
achieving enterprise portfolio management
maturity
- Requires considerable effort to develop and
implement
- Visualize the path for change and
improvement
- Useful for engagement and communication
- Implementation of “quick wins” is also
important


Builds momentum for change
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Achieving Enterprise Portfolio Maturity:
State Benefits of the Future State
Clear empowerment and accountability for decisionmaking

More efficient and effective delivery, improving the
value and customer experience

Future State
will be better
because…

Improved visibility enabling the customer to make
informed and effective decisions

Improved communication and collaboration
between teams

Allowing strategic decisions to be made by the
<organization>

Questions?
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TBH’s Services
Strategic Advisory Services

Project Planning and Scheduling

Bid Strategy/Win Themes, Competitor Analysis, Partner
Analysis, PMO and Project Management advice. Bid
management assistance that complies with
requirements. Australian Industry Content compliance.

Development, statusing, reporting and Critical Path
analysis of Integrated and/or Contract Master
Schedules

ASDEFCON tendering and contracting
Understand, provide advice, develop and deliver to
the ASDEFCON requirements

Project, Program and Portfolio
Management (P3M) Office
Analyse, design, establish, advise or work within a
project, program or portfolio management office

Cost and Earned Value Management
Develop cost reports and forecasts which align with
the project schedules.
Implement EVM. Deliver EVM reports. EVM analysis
of project status (cost and schedule).

Risk Management
Implement Risk Management System Identify
and quantify risks. Establish mitigation
measures, ongoing risk monitoring and
management reporting

Integrated Project Controls

Schedule Risk Analysis

Align Cost, Time, Risk and Issues into a
consolidated project controls system

Utilise risk registers and historical records to
perform quantitative assessments of time
and /or cost risks

Integrated Baseline Reviews

Claims and Dispute Resolution

Planning, preparation, training, participation and
collaboration to ensure readiness for IBR, providing
confidence to all parties of successful IBR outcome

Independent, expert advice in relation to delays
and cost over-runs. Initiate proactive solutions
to mitigate these issues

* See TBH Services Framework Defence - Services FINAL 210623 for a full catalogue of TBH Defence Services

Contact Us
Jonathan Jacobs:
jonathan.jacobs@tbhint.com
Please visit tbhconsultancy.com
for more information
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